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Abstract. An important task in designing control-command systems is defining
components for two essential parts of the system: command and monitoring.
Instead of developing a monolithic executable, designers use reusable blocs,
named components, which are saved in a library. Services Oriented Architecture
(SOA) was introduced in the design of control-command systems to improve
flexibility and reusability [1]. However, this approach does not consider the
composition of the services [2], disregarding this important characteristic in the
design of control-command systems. In some industrial areas such as ship-
building, the component-based approach is typically used since it enables better
legibility for the applications; it uses a modular approach based on the system
architecture recorded on the Piping and Instrumentation Diagram (P&ID) [3].
Each software component is associated with a unique type of equipment. This
approach enables to produce components highly optimized to their functions.
The counterpart is that services integrated in each component cannot be reused
in designing another component. In fact, part of the component services can also
be present in another component (Fig. 1). Including services in component does
not optimize functions reusability. In this paper, we propose an approach that
facilitate and improve the design of quality components whilst complying with
specifications and timelines in a more efficient way; it also reduces efforts
required to redesign services provided by these components.
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1 Introduction

Designing control-command systems includes an important step of components defini-
tion. These components are usually stored in a library. A component is an independent
unit that is combinedwith other components tomake an application. Therefore, designing
a control-command system is made of the components with different views for the
command and the supervision/monitoring parts.
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Usually components are stored in a library which contains the required elements for
creating command programs and control interfaces for the system being designed. The
library often contains two types of components: standardized components which are
highly specialized and white components. The white component is an empty compo-
nent which initial function is not identified but that can be configured to be adapted to a
specific case, this gives bespoke components.

Each software component is associated to a unique type of equipment. This
approach enables to create components highly optimized for their functions. The
counterpart is that services integrated in each component cannot be reused in the design
of another component. Indeed, a part of the services (functions) of a component can
also be present in another component (Fig. 1). Integration of services in each com-
ponent does not enable to optimize functions reuse during the component design. To
solve this issue, a service-oriented components model was proposed by [2]. Never-
theless, this model is not adapted to the design of control-command components.

Our aim is to improve the approach for components design, to reduce the effort
required for re-designing services and to explore solutions to improve reusability
during components design. For this, we take advantage of the SOA (Service Oriented
Architecture) approach. This approach should enable to encourage quality components
design while efficiently complying with the requirements specification and time con-
straints. We apply our solution to components of an EdS system (Eau douce Sanitaire
in French, sanitary freshwater in English). In this system, several components have
common functions which are redesigned for each new component.

2 State of the Art

Heterogeneity and fast evolution of applications confront designers with an ever
growing complexity [4] and with major challenges of system engineering: scale-up,
administration and autonomy. To propose potential solutions to this problem, industrial
and academic communities looked towards component-based approaches, which are
inescapable since 1990s. These are based on the construction of reusable, modular and

Fig. 1. Duplication functions in component design
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spreadable software components. In the literature, there are several définitions of a
“software component”, amongst which we select the following:

“A software component is a unit of composition with contractually specified
interfaces and explicit context dependencies only. A software component can be
deployed independently and is subject to composition by third parties” [5].

A software component is therefore a code unit that can be characterised as a black
box. Some component models have been proposed to facilitate design and composition
of components, including models of software components.

Defined by OMG (Object Management Group), CORBA (Common Object Request
Broker Architecture) component Model (CCM) [6] is a model of allocated software
components that specifies distributed and heterogeneous components which are in turn
independent of any platform and programming languages. A CORBA component
model is defined in IDL3 (Interface Definition Language) language and has different
types of ports and attributes that represent configurable properties. CCM enables to
model the complete life cycle of a component by proposing a structure to define its
behaviour, its integration in an application and its deployment in the CORBA dis-
tributed environment. Moreover, CCM provides a global framework for applications
design based on distributed components: specification, installation, processing,
assembly, deployment and execution of components. However, this model is not easy
to implement and does not enable to model adaptive parallel components [7], which
execute parallel activities.

To solve this issue of parallelism, CCA model (Common Component Architecture)
[8] was defined. Indeed, parallelism does not act on CCA components because they are
defined in the same way whether they are arranged in parallel or sequencially. CCA is a
software component model written in SIDL (Scientific Interface Definition Language),
software interface specification language. A CCA component has two types of ports:
ProvidePort and UsesPort that enable, through interfaces, to provide and use func-
tionality of other components. This way, CCA components can be connected to other
components through their ports. Each application made of CCA components will be a
CCA component itself. However, the use of CCA component requires to know its
internal working, which is hardly understandable [4].

A Fractal component model [9] is a consortium project ObjectWeb defined by
France Télécom R&D and INRIA. This model is presented as a specification for the
design of complex software systems (middleware and operating systems), in different
languages such as Java, C, C++, SmallTalk, .Net. Designing such systems requires
definition of Fractal components. These are entities with two types of interfaces: server
interfaces and client interfaces. Server interfaces correspond to services provided by a
component and clients interfaces correspond to services required by the component.
A Fractal component contains either its implementation code (primitive component), or
other components (composite components). Indeed, Fractal enables to build shared
components which can be included in several composites. One advantage of Fractal is
that the developer can customize control capacities of each component, while taking
into account functional and non-functional aspects. However, developers can quickly
be confronted to an increase in programming complexity [4].

Whilst simplifying applications design, existing component models are not adapted
to the designing of control-command applications because they do not allow for easy
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designing that type of applications. More and more supervision software propose
predefined components to assist the designing of control-command systems. However,
getting used to handling these components can take a considerable amount of time. It is
sometimes easier for designers to develop their components themselves.

3 Problem Description

Designing components enables experts to focus on their expert knowledge where they
have most added value [10]. With Component Oriented Programming (COP),
designers use reusable blocs that are the components, instead of building a monolithic
executable. However, reusability remains at high level (component level). A compo-
nent used in a given context (subject area, application in the same area, etc.) is unlikely
to be reusable in other contexts [11]. As an example, components defined for a sanitary
freshwater system are not all reusable for a gasoil processing installation. In fact, some
components are standards and other are bespoke, to respond to a requirement that is
only relevant for the system to be designed. However, bespoke components are rarely
maintainable, because such an approach favors spreading of hacked and incompatible
versions of components that are vaguely similar, of which none is really reusable in the
end [12]. Moreover, in some industrial areas where additional requirements modifying
initial specifications can be added if necessary, inaccessibility to the component code
inhibits adaptation of the code to specific needs by developers [13]. Even if models
such as SMARTTOOLS [14] do focus on extensibility making it possible to add
functionalities to the component as long as they are compatible, it is not possible to use
internal services of one component to create another one. This limits the concept of
reusability at the component level. Easily creating bespoke components and make them
reusable is the first challenge we have identified.

A component designed are often integrated in a library. This library is therefore
made of components that can be combined in different ways to respond to different
needs. Usually, designing a component starts with the choice of programming lan-
guage. Once this and the development environment chosen, how the components
should be developed still needs to be defined. In the components definition, the COP
approach focuses on the individual application rather than looking at a much larger
software process. However, components engineering does not only focus on the
development of software components but can concern all aspects of software devel-
opment, from collecting and specifying requirements up to designing and imple-
menting. Most advantageous to reuse artefacts are often not the software components
themselves but the knowledge of the field and of the generic designs. Software reuse is
more successful if prepared in advance. Until requirements are specified and systems
designed, numerous reuse opportunities may have been wasted. It is then interesting to
rethink, in applications life cycle, the way components should be designed as well as
how to introduce new activities linked to services provided by components.

Search for new ideas led us to look at the definition of a component. A component
should provide services that are specific, accurate, defined and implemented during its
design. However, some of the services can be present in another component. Encap-
sulation of services inside a component makes it difficult to reuse them. Issues of
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interoperability and reuse at the structural level of the component, and not only during
designing of the system, should be addressed. Identifying and modeling reusable
services, and implementing them for component designing, is the second challenge we
have identified.

4 Methodology

Our solution (Fig. 2) is based on the combination of Service Oriented Computing
(SOC), Model Driven Engineering (MDE) and End User Development (EUD) ap-
proaches. It allows to capture expert knowledge for designing services oriented com-
ponents and to facilitate fast integration of evolutions. Applying each of these
approaches enables to build a solution to automatically generate a complete chain of
control-command components from the requirements specification by the expert user
(non-programmer).

SOC [15] enables to address the limitations identified in the component approach.
The aim is not to completely replace the existing component approach, but to reuse
some of its principles while adding new ones from SOA. Based on SOA approach, we
have identified and modelled control-command services. Identification of services is
the same as identifying the most used functionalities of control-command systems,
using a user centered approach [16]. HMI centered methods are used to collect business
requirements from different actors in the designing process. The aim is to promote a

Fig. 2. Our approach
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loose coupling between the different technical functionalities of a component. This first
step in our methodology is broken down in several analysis steps. First, we identify the
main business actors of the designing of control-command systems, by analyzing
different parts of the system. Then, we analyze the operators tasks on the components
of control-command systems. This analysis enabled to break down a system in several
sub-systems to identify and list the operator actions on the supervision components, as
well as the system feedback. We also review existing control-command systems to
identify functionalities that are reused inside their different components. With this, we
can identify the main services reusable in the components. Eventually, these business
services are categorized using SOA approach. The step of services identification is
iterated until the designers are satisfied with the output.

After identifying the services, it is required to specify how they are to be built. The
step of requirements specification for the control-command services enables to define
the process by which we establish the physical designing of services and how to
compose them to implement business components. During this step, services designers
specify, for each identified service, its functionalities, exchanged variables and infor-
mation sent back to the supervision operator.

Once these services requirements validated, control-command systems designers
implement the identified services. Each designer focuses on its expertise field, using
interfaces models previously described, and adapted tools. This step of control-
command services implementation enables to transform specifications into graphical
representations specific to each field of expertise (automatism, computing, etc.). Ser-
vices implementation and promotion of reusability at this level enables to reduce
designers effort for designing components.

Despite SOA being presented today as the most efficient approach for the devel-
opment of complex company applications or web applications, in the industry we notice
a lack of analysis tools to support development based on reusability [17], especially for
the development of software components for which operation is known and docu-
mented, but not its internal structure. Indeed, in order to quickly and correctly obtain
control-command components, it is best to capture knowledge from the expert who has
all the functional knowledge of the system to be designed. Designing of services ori-
ented components will be based on EUD/EUSE techniques, which have already proven
useful in the area of industrial supervision [18]. Those techniques are integrated in a
proof of concept enabling to validate our approach. A tool will be developed and will
exploit the previously designed services to easily obtain reusable standard components
and bespoke components. Though our tool, an expert who has no knowledge in HMI
programming (computing) nor in command coding (automatism), easily composes
services to design both command and supervision parts of components.

To quickly take into account component evolutions, the use of MDE is a well-
adapted solution to issues of control-command system migrations from one platform to
another [19]. Implementation of MDE therefore enables to get a complete control-
command chain for the bespoke components and standard components the expert needs
to design its system. The tool enables to design new components from existing com-
ponents, promoting reusability at the level of components functionalities and ensuring a
good coupling between services.
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All designed components could then be simulated, analyzed and reintegrated in the
tool to be improved. The specified services could also be improved and expanded
depending on the identified shortcomings.

5 Case Study and Results

5.1 SOA Implementation: Services Identification and Implementation

SOA recommends to break down functionalities in a set of basic elements
called «services». SOA implementation enables to finely describe the services inter-
action scheme as part of a business process. Services were then identified and deployed
as independent software components. SOA use enabled to skip the step of heavy
components construction (considered as black boxes) for which internal functionalities
are not reusable. Analysis of components present in control-command systems led us to
identify a set of services such as measurer, indicator light, command buttons, etc. Each
service has inputs/outputs (Fig. 3) and service interfaces depending on the interface
meta-model defined in Fig. 4.

Figure 3 presents the measuring service that we defined, as well as examples of
components in which we can find this service. Some components can be present in a
same control-command system. Services definition reduce the designing effort on the
system and increase the reusability on other systems, which can have different com-
ponents using the same services. We therefore exploited service properties in the SOA

Fig. 3. Illustration of the measuring service
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meaning: reusability, composability, independence and variable granularity. In good
respect of these properties, we described services interfaces based on the meta-model of
Fig. 4a. Parameters contained in this meta-model have been entered in a spreadsheet by
the business expert, then automatically translated in XML format (Fig. 4b).

5.2 SOCD (Service Oriented Component Design) Tool
for the Composition of Services in Components

Ideally, encapsulation of each service must ensure its reusability and its interoper-
ability. The SOCD tool developed (Fig. 5) enables the designer without any HMI
programming knowledge nor of command code to create, modify, visualize and delete
command and supervision codes for the components of the system being designed. To
do this, we used approaches based on MDE and EUD techniques to enable fast inte-
gration and reuse of components services.

By integrating these approaches, the proposed interface is made of three areas. The
main area (1 on Fig. 5) displays the list of components already designed. The expert
can modify a component from this interactive list. To modify a component, the user can
click on the component name and the corresponding services are displayed in the area
2. He can modify service parameters by clicking on its name and save the changes
(«Enregistrer» in area 2). He can also delete a service from a component («Supprimer
service» in area 2) or delete a component («Supprimer composant» in area 2). The third
area regroups widgets enabling the user to create a new component from scratch or
from an already existing component, to integrate the designed components in specific
software («Test composant» in area 3) and to actualize the synoptic. Synoptic refers to
a top-down approach for design [20] - it is an extract design of a control-command
system which contains composition of necessary components for this system. Synoptic
actualization is useful for designing bespoke components, to integrate them into
automatic or manual design process and to take into account the changes made to
components.

To add a new component from scratch, the user must enter the component name
and choose the services he requires. The user has a choice between three pre-defined
functions as services: measurer, indicator and command. He should be able to define
the parameters characterizing each service through the interface.

Fig. 4. Service interface meta-model
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Adding a new component based on an existing component relies on the reusability
mentioned in the EUSE approach [18]. The tool proposes a list of existing service
oriented components for the expert to choose an existing component in the field
«Ajouter à partir d’un composant existant» (Fig. 5) (in English “Add a component
using existing one”. Once the component chosen, the user can modify, delete or add
new services to the component being created. This way, he chooses to reuse services of
an existing component and to add new services; this leads to a time gain in the first
designing steps.

Information related to user inputs during component designing is recorded in an
XML file. This file enables MDE implementation for the automatic generation of
command and supervision codes after the component creation. Once generated, the
component can be tested by the expert using the «Test composant» button on Fig. 5.
This button enables the expert to integrate component command codes in Straton tool
[18] and its supervision codes in Panorama E2 tool [18], to visualize command views
and components supervision respectively.

Fig. 5. SOCD tool for designing services oriented components
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6 Evaluation

To validate the usefulness of our approach and the usability of the developed SOCD
tool, we carried out user testing. User testing enables to understand the user real
objectives and to identify any issue with using the tool. This method is efficient to
increase a system or product ergonomics since it identifies up to 95% of ergonomic
problems [21].

Tests of the SOCD tool are carried out with future designers, to check whether they
would be likely to use our approach in designing component by services association.
We also want to ensure that the interface will respond to their needs. We therefore
evaluated the designing of four components: hydrophore, chlorination, water heater and
osmosis. The aim of testing four components is to check the ease of use of the interface
and to lead them to take most advantage of the reusability.

6.1 Method

For this evaluation, tests were carried out with 11 participants (6 students and 5
professionals) expert in process engineering from Polytech Nantes and University
Technology Institute of Saint Nazaire (France) (9 men and 2 women). From 20 to 63
years old, they had a variable experience with control-command components.

The experimentation was carried out with a PC, a 230 screen, a mouse and a
keyboard and technical specifications were given for the components to design during
the tests. With their authorization, the screen and their comments were recorded during
the tests.

User testing were individual in separate rooms. Upon arrival, a commented slide
show presented the context of the study to participants. They were then placed in front
of the SOCD tool with an experimenter beside them.

Participants were asked to design the four components for which they had the
technical specifications. They were asked to test at least one of the created component
and to observe the result in the supervision view in Panorama E2. They were invited to
think out loud for us to better understand their actions on the tool.

At the end of the test, they were asked to fill a questionnaire AttrakDiff [22] and
another with more open questions to give their views on the tool.

6.2 Results and Interpretation

User testing results were encouraging even if some efforts remain to be made to
improve the interface design. Some missing functionalities were highlighted, such as
the possibility to all new services to components previously created or the arrangement
of the elements on the interface. Despite these minor issues, we observed a good first
use of the tool. Participants noticed it in their comments and the time required to build a
component decreased from the 2nd component. Participants have been reported to
appreciate the reusability of existing component services to create a new one. Fur-
thermore, the approach of designing components by association of services was well
received. They qualified the tool as controllable, foreseeable, practical, simple, clear,
new, motivating, and easy to use; all being very positive.
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Figure 6 presents the AttrakDiff questionnaire results which evaluate the perceived
quality of an interactive system. It includes 28 items in 4 sub-scales (pragmatic quality
PQ, hedonic-stimulation quality H-SQ, hedonic-identity quality H-IQ and global
attractivity GA). These different items are detailed in [22]. To analyze the results,
average values are presented in the −3 to 3 range. Values between 0 and 1 are con-
sidered in a neutral zone, and values outside this zone are considered either as positive
(1 to 3) or negative (−3 to −1).

Scores collected with the AttrakDiff questionnaire are very encouraging. The
average PQ score of 1.75/3 describes the usefulness, utilisability and the success in
carrying out the tasks when using the system. The analysis by sub-scale show that
H-SQ and H-IQ have the lower average scores with 0.74/3 and 0.39/3 respectively.
These sub-scales correspond to hedonic characteristics which are linked to emotions,
affects, etc. These low scores are explained by the fact that the proposed tool is
described as not fun, which some participants found normal since they qualified the
tool as professional. These user tests have confirmed the usefulness of our approach,
the usability of our tool and have evaluated the tool based on measuring scales linked to
user experience. However, the tool must now be improved to better facilitate user tasks,
since user centered design is an iterative process where evaluation is fully integrated in
the designing process.

7 Conclusion

A component is a system element providing a predefined service and capable of
communicating with other components. In the designing of control-command systems,
component design is a very important step. Existing technologies, such as CORBA or
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Fig. 6. Average score by items category (AttrakDiff questionnaire)
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CCA components, do not fulfill our expectations. Moreover, limits of the component
approach lead us to rethink the way we design components. Our approach combining
SOA, EUD/EUSE and MDE enables us to bring solutions to identified challenges on
reusability and interoperability of functionalities (services) encapsulated in the com-
ponents during their designing.

Integration of SOA techniques made it possible to develop a solution to obtain
components that are simple, modular and with loose couplings. These characteristics
allow for quick and easy recombination of the arrangement of functionalities they
provide. By its approach of designing and construction of services as independent
applicative blocs, SOA facilitates process instrumentation. Our work demonstrates that
this approach can be used for developing services more frequently found in control-
command systems. It led us to the definition and implementation of the SOCD tool
enabling a user that is expert in his field, but not an automatism or computing specialist,
to create and modify or reuse standard components and bespoke components.

Integration of EUD and EUSE approach enabled the reusability of functionalities
(services) internal to components, as well as errors correction. MDE through the
DOM API for the XML files processing allowed for the joint and automatic generation
of command and supervision codes for the components.

Our approach therefore facilitates the designing of components whilst respecting
the information contained in the requirements specification and while promoting
reusability of internal services of a component in different contexts. Thanks to this
approach, the component is not seen as a black box but rather a flexible element for the
designing, which can be handled by non-programmers. Usability (ISO 9241-11 and
ISO-13407) of our tool was demonstrated during the users testing.

In the future work, we will improve the tool to better facilitate user tasks.

Acknowledgements. We would like to thank students and teachers of the Polytech Nantes and
University Technology Institute of Saint Nazaire for their participation to the user tests.
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